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Sometime in the pre-dawn hours of July 1 6, 1979,
an earthen dam holding back wastes produced by
United Nuclear Corporation's uranium mill parted in
Church Rock, New Mexico . From the widening breach
poured
n i n e t y -four m i l l i on g a l l o n s
of h i g h l y
contaminated effluent and 1 , 1 00 tons o f wet slurry
s an d s .
The spill fi l l ed the nearby Pipeline Arroyo and
flowed south into the Rio Puerco. . . . About one
hundred and fifteen miles downstream, in Holbrook,
Arizona, monitors registered chemical alteration at
the junction of the Rio Puerco and the Little Colorado
r i v e r s .}
This was the largest radioactive waste spi l l in U . S . history,
releasing more contaminants into the atmosphere than the Three
Mile Island accident.
Flora Naylor, a Navajo shepherd, w as one of the people
affected by the Church Rock di saster . Not know ing about the
contam ination, she w alked across the river that morning to get
to some of her sheep . Her s ister, Etta Lee, described w hat
fol l owed:
" Not even a month later her feet started getting
sores ; open sores, w ith pus, in between her toes. She
went to the Indian Health Service in Gallup . . . . They
amputated below her ankle. . . . A month l ater they
amputated again, above the ankle. Then a year later
below the knee. 2
,,
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American Indian people, the first inhabitants of the North
American continent, have also been first and longest in their
exposure to nuclear power and its effects on the continent and
its inhabitants. As much as half of the uranium reserves in the
United States are located on Indian-owned land in the west,
mostly in the Grants Belt of northern New Mexico. Navaj o ,
Jemez, Laguna, Zia and Zuni o w n the land, though only the
Navaj o s and the Laguna Pueblo have so far leased land for
exploration and mining .3 From mining and processing through
testing and finally the nightmare of attempts at reclamation and
coping with waste, the invention and development of the nuclear
present and future has occurred in proximity with, and affected
the lives of, people who have maintained w ith stubborn
persistence the ancient cultures of North America.
Thi s paradox has not been lost on writers dealing with
American Indian themes . Authors like Wendy Rose 4 and Linda
H o g a nS in poems and journals, Paula Gunn Allen in fiction, 6 and
Stephen Popkes in science fiction7 are among those who have
addressed nuclear issues in relation to American Indian themes
and values.
The two authors who have presented the most extended
examination of nuclear i ssues from the perspective of Native
American people are Leslie Marmon S i lko and Martin Cruz
Smith: Silko's C e r e m o n y8 and Cruz Smith's Stallion G a te 9
provide extended critique s of the nuclear age. B oth authors
identify themselves as Native American and both have made
American Indi an culture and characters central to much of
their writing. In spite of fundamental differences in tone, plot
and outcome, C eremony and Stallion G a te are remarkably
similar. In both, nuclear weapons and nuclear power (desire,
invention, construction and use of nuclear power and its
artifacts) are seen, not as a special case of weapons or power, or
a new phenomenon, but as the logical and inevitable culmination
of western empirical thought. In both novels this mode of
thought is juxtaposed, and in conflict, w ith the philosophy of
the peoples within whose lands the nuclear age is created.
The two books focus on central characters with very similar
life experiences, although the differences in l iterary tone and
mode could not be more extreme. C eremony follows the design of
romance and ritual comedy: a young hero undertakes a quest for
a remedy to rescue his community from a plague or disaster (in
Ceremony the plague is a drought); with the help of w ise,
powerful and sympatheti c guides he reaches a resolution that
sees the questor healed and matured while the drought is lifted
and scapegoats are expelled. The protagonist of C eremony, Tayo,
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is a young man lately come home from World War II and a
Japanese prison camp. The novel follows his healing journey,
centering on traditional Pueblo and Navajo beliefs and
ceremonial practices through which he becomes cured of the
m al a d i e s
of
p s yc h o l o g i c a l
d i s integration,
gui l t
and
hopelessness contracted during the war.
Stall ion
G a te , by contrast, is a skeptical, pes simistic
probing of intrigue, deceit, arrogance and greed. Its protagonist,
Joe Pena, i s a young sergeant from the fictional pueblo of
S antiago who has escaped from the Phi lippines after the
Japanese invasion and who is assigned to be chauffer to J.
Robert Oppenheimer at Los Alamos and to be "liaison" with the
Indians in the area. Though it moves without deviation towards a
tragic ending, the tone of Stallion G ate is cued to Joe Peiia's wry,
acerbic, often harsh with.Ceremony and Stallion G ate c o n - t a i n
remarkable similarities in their settings , in the back-grounds
of their protagonists , and in the philosophical oppositions
within the divided society the novels picture . B oth novels are
set in New Mexico at some time in the mid to late forties. In
C e r e m o ny Tayo has returned to Laguna some time after being
released from a hospital where he was treated for i llness
apparently brought on by battle and prison camp . The sections
of Stallion G ate are precisely dated, from November 1943 to the
first atomic explosion, July 16, 1945; important events take
place in the fictional pueblo of Santiago, as well as at the Los
Alamos laboratories and the Trinity test site at a former ranch
called S tallion Gate.
The protagonists in both C eremony and Stallion G ate have
taken on the traditional role of warrior in their stories : both
are soldiers who have fought in the Pacific and experienced the
Japanese occupation. Tayo has been a prisoner of war in an
unnamed tropical country. Joe Pena has survived an incredible
rescue in the Philippines when, after being wounded in the
retreat from the Japanese invaders, he is sent adrift in a small
boat and picked up by a United States naval vessel.
Warri ors
abro a d , both
men are outsiders
in their
birthplaces . While their mothers are Indian, the race or
allegiance of their fathers is doubtful. Tayo's mother is Laguna
but his father is unknown, a Mexican or possibly an Anglo, it is
rumore d. While Joe Peiia's mother i s a p otter and s o
conservative that s h e sti ll wears traditional dress, h i s father
had been a bootlegger and s ilent partner in an Albuquerque
n i g h t club.
B oth Tayo and Joe Pena, furthermore, are rejected by the
women who are or who act as their mothers, in favor of brothers
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whom the mothers consider more acceptable. Tayo's mother,
seduced by men and alcohol alike, leaves her young son with her
elder sister, always called simply Auntie. Throughout Tayo's
childhood Auntie blames him for the embarrassment and shame
she feels at her sister's behavior, as she blames him later for
returning home alive without bringing with him her own son,
Rocky, who has died in the prison camp. lO Joe Peiia's mother,
Dolores, considers her younger son, Rudy, her "only real son"
(SG 74), and tells Joe not to return home until he brings Rudy,
also captured or dead in the Pacific war, home with him.
For all their similarities in background and in being cast in
the classic Indian role of warrior, essential differences in
temperament, outlook and goals mark the two men. Joe Peiia is
urbane, street-wise, witty and cynical . For him, traditional
village l i fe is oppress ive and dul l . A j azz p i anist and
prizefighter, he is loyal and principled but survives by his
wits, " your usual scam s " (S G 6) as his commanding officer,
Captain Augustino, remark s . His goal in the plot is to get
$50 ,000 to buy out his father's partner and own the Casa
Maiiana, an Albuquerque jazz club, and to further thi s end he
steals and sells from the project stores, and then arranges a
fight and then bets on it on the eve of the Trinity test. In
between his legal and extra-legal jobs he finds time for a robust
sex life.
Tayo, by contrast, is quiet, introspective and most at home
in the open pastures, mesas and mountaintops. He acts out his
quest for healing and for psychological as well as physical
return to village life in the search for a small herd of spotted
cattle that his uncle, Josiah, had purchased some years before
in Mexico as a breed most suited to the high arid ranges of
northern New Mexico. If Joe Peiia in his expansive sex appeal
and con-man s k i l l s calls to mind some tradi tional and
contemporary urban tricksters of Native American lore, then
Tayo exempl ifies the pastoral figure of the shepherd, the
exemplar of a materially simple life sought in harmony w ith
natur e .

Science and Propbecy
Both novels depict their protagonists' quests in a context of
clashing cultures and opposing world views. In both, atomi c
power, its production and its effects, i s seen t o be a logical and
inevitable product of Western--that is, European or Anglo
American--thought and values. This idea is made clear through
the contrast between two ways of thinking: the philosophy of the
civi l ization that opened the uranium mines and eventually
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produced the bomb, and the belief system of the older cultures
that deve loped and persist on the land where the bomb is
produce d . In each book the differences in Indian and non
Indian thought are the differences between an epistemology that
is e s sential l y phenomenol o gical and one that is basic all y
empirical . Nativ e American thought, as portrayed in the s e
novels, s e e k s understanding that is holistic a n d integrating,
and its mode of discourse is prophecy and story . The Western-
European or Euroameric an - - w o r l d view , by contrast, tends
toward atomism and the disinteg ration of dis s e ction and
calculation ; its mode of discourse is mathematical model and
re ductive anal ysis .
In C er e mony the contrast between the two modes of thought
occurs in Tayo ' s reco l l e ctions of school days and science
teachin g :
H e knew what white people thought about the stories .
I n school the science teacher h a d e xplaine d what
superstition was, and then held the science textbook
up for the cla s s to see the true source of
expl anation s . He had studied those books, and he
had no reasons to believe the stories any more . The
s cience books exp l ained the causes and effects
(C94).
Later in the novel another recollection of science class opposes
two vie w s of nature : the American Indian attitude, which
re quires rev erent and careful treatment of a sentient, fragile
world on th e one hand, and on th e other hand the analytic
vie wpoint th at regards nature as m e r e l y fun ctional and
e s s ential l y
dead.
Tayo
considers
how
his
search
fo r
reintegration into his communit y through ceremon y and myth
might be
crazy, the kind of old-time superstition the teachers
at Indian school used to warn him and Rocky about.
Like the first time in science class, when the teacher
brought in a tubful of dead frog s, blo ate d with
formaldehyde, and the Navajos all left the room ; the
teacher said those o l d be liefs were stupid . The
Jemez girl raised her hand and s aid the people
always told the kids not to kill frogs, because the
frogs would get angry and send so much rain there
would be floods. The science teacher laughed loudly,
for a long time; he even had to wipe tears from his
eyes . "Look at these frogs , " he s aid, pointing at the
d i s colored rubbery bodies and c l ouded eyes . "Do
you think they could do anything? Where are all the
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floods? We dissect them in thi s class every year"
(C 1 95):
Empirical science, the way of thinking that belongs w i th
analytical prose, textbooks and capitalist entrepreneurs, takes
the view that the natural world is inert, a reactionless object
from which formulas or laws may be abstracted through
probing, di s section, and measurement . I I
Sta l l i o n
G a te empha s i z e s on every page invas i v e ,
obj ectifying We stern empiri cism. The apparatus of empirical
science obtrudes everywhere : miles of cables, uncounted geiger
counters , sensors, cameras, recorders and calculators litter a
landscape that has been dug out, paved over and cleared of
living things . The Trinity explosion is to be a gigantic exerci se
in testing and measurement, for the purpose of which the
desert, the atmosphere, and the earth itself are seen as nothing
more than a single giant laboratory.
In contrast to all thi s scientific testing and measuring is
the epistemology of the elders and clown priests in the Pueblo
village. Clowns have a special and complex role in Pueblo
religious ritual . Among their duties are the testing of society's
rules by showing the effects of breaking rules, and restoring
community harmony and equ i l ibrium w i th parod i e s
of
exaggeration and exce s s . 1 2 Whereas graphs, formulas and
mathematical models are means of scientific di scourse, the
traditional dis course of the Pueblos is carried on in ritual ,
story and prophecy. In Stallion G ate the clown priests dance a
story mocking the experimental bomb and its promoters,
General Leslie Groves and J. Robert Oppenheimer; they go so far
as to i dentify and involve Oppenheimer himself in finally
setting off the firecracker that stands for the bomb. Captain
Augustino, surely intended to represent the O S S , bel ieves the
clowns may be passing on secret information to some current or
future enemy of the United States government. Oppenheimer, on
the other hand, believes he has a deep empathy with the
Indians--or rather, that they have a deep empathy with him and
his proj ect:
The Hill isn't a place; it's a time warp. We are the
future s urrounded by a land and a people that
haven't changed in a thousand years. Around us is
an invisible moat of time. Anyone from the present,
any mere spy, can only reach us by crossing the
past. We're protected by the fourth dimens i o n
(SG 142) .
Oppenheimer and Augustino are both wrong.
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Late in Stallion Ga te, as the bomb test date draws near,
magic sticks painted like lightning appear planted in places
that have suffered fire . Joe Pefia knows the sticks are intended
to draw lightning that will destroy the testing equipment and
ruin the experiment. A soldier asks incredul ous l y if the
Indians " really think they can bring lightning? " Joe replies ,
"They think they make the world go round " (SG 202) . Mere
spying does not figure on the agenda of the Pueblo elders.
Neither does expanding the limits of empirical science . Their
allegiance is not to a nation state or an ideology, but to the
earth itself.
Opposed to the empirical process of truth-seeking, with its
probing, testing and m easuring, i s the prophetic mode of
arriving at knowledge, exempl ified in story and dream . B oth
Stallion Gate and C eremony contain prophecies about the atomic
bomb . Throughout the twentieth-century events of C e r e m o n y
Leslie S ilko interweav e s verse-pattern renditions of several
Keresan myths. Among them are the account of the creation and
peopl ing of the world ; the quarrel between Thought-Woman
(Nau'ts'ity'i), goddess of the earth and all life and growth on the
planet, and the people who neglect their duties because they are
fascinated with witchcraft; and the legend of the hero called
Tayo, who challenged the Gambler in his cave and won back the
rain clouds for the people.
She casts her account of the creation of Europeans in the
form of one of these traditional legends . It all began with
witchcraft, according to Silko's poem, when a society of witches
convened at the beginning of the world . One of the witches,
eschewing incantations and potions, offered his craft in the
form of a story:
Okay
go ahead
laugh if you want to
but as I tell the story
it will begin to happen.
A race of destroyers emerges. They are scientists. They look at
the world obj ectively--that is, as an object, reductively:
They see no life
When they look
they see only objects .
The world is a dead thing for them
the trees and rivers are not alive (C 132 - 138)
Further characterizing this race of destroyers is a will to power
fueled by greed and driven by fear:
They fear
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They fear the world,
They destroy what they fear.
They

fear themselves.

The work of the destroyers will culminate,
prophecy,

according to

Silko's

in destruction of the world:
Up here
in these

hills

they will find the rocks,
rocks with veins of green and yellow and black.
They will lay the final pattern with these rocks
they will lay it across the world

(C 132-138).
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Ear t h
M o t h er/T h oug h t
W oma n
The two ways of thought identified as Indian and European
are associated in both C er emony and Stallion G ate w ith opposing
views of the natural world. In the Indian view, as presented in
the two books, the earth is l ife-bearing , female, and to be
respected. This recognition stands in opposition to the western
or capital i s t notion that land is an i nert commodity, an
exploitable source of wealth that can be destroyed for the
amusement of the destroyers . B oth Stallion G ate and Ceremo ny
associate the female character of the earth with life-giving and
nurturant qualities as embodied in the ancient myths of the
people .
Much has been written about landscape and the sense of
place in C er e mo ny. 1 3 Paula Gunn Allen makes the connection of
earth-life-female-myth most explicit in her discussion of "The
Feminine Landscape of . . . C er emo ny. " She writes that
There are two kinds of women and two kinds of men
in Leslie Marmon Silko's Cer emony
. Those in the
first category belong to the earth spirit and live in
harmony w ith her, even though this attunement may
lead to tragedy. Those in the second are not of the
earth but of human mechanism ; they live to destroy
that spirit, to enclose and enwrap it in their
machinations, condemning all to a living death. Ts'eh
is the matrix, the creative and life-restoring power,
and those who cooperate with her designs serve her
and, through her, serve life. They make manifest
what she thinks. 1 4
Allen places the alcoholic and sometimes sadistic veterans, the
witches in the traditional stories, the destroyers in S ilko's own
prophetic m yth, and Tayo's cousin, Rocky, in the category of
those who fol low "human mechanism . " Rocky is not an evil
person, but he is a "progressive Indian" who rejects the l ife
stories of the people in favor of the science books' teachings,
and thus rejects the life-affirming view of the world in favor of
sterile materialism. To these examples we may add the ranchers
who have fenced off Mount Taylor and fenced in Josiah's cattle.
Ultimately, absent in person but present in their effects on
the land, are the unnamed capitalists and government operatives
who first expropriated the land and water rights and then
exploited the area's mineral resourc e s . Their develop ment
.

.

.
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efforts have transformed the land at the Cebolleta uranium mine
from a place of extraordinary beauty into a lifeless wasteland:
They were driving U.S. Government cars, and they
paid the l an d - grant a s s o c iation fiv e thousand
dollars not to ask questions about the test holes they
were drilling. . . . Ever since the New Mexico
territorial government took the northeast half of the
grant, there had not been enough land to feed the
cattle anyway. . . . Rain eroded big arroyos in the
gray clay, and the salt bush took hold (C 243) .
By the time of Tayo's story "they had enough of what they
needed and the mine was closed. . . . They left behind only the
barbed wire fences, the watchman's shack and the hole in the
earth . . . the last bony cattle wandering the dry canyons had
died in choking summer dust storms" (C 244) .
The hole in the ground that is the mine forms a deadly
counter-symbo l to the Pueblo understanding .of the e arth as
literally the mother of all life, including the people themselves.
The creation story at Laguna Pueblo explains that Thought
Woman i s the genetrix of the universe: she originated all things
by naming them. IS The process of creation also involves, as in
all the creation myths of the southwest, the people's migration
up through thei r earl ier, underground world(s) and their final
emergence into the present world. 16 The place of emergence is a
sacred hole in the ground, and it is represented in the village
by the sipapu, a small round hole in the kiva floor. Kivas now
are sometimes square building s, but the ancient ruins of
abandoned cities show that they were round an d often
undergroun d.
Thi s origin place in the Pueblo world i s not merely
symbolic or repres entati ve, but understood as the actual
opening through which the people emerged. A Pueblo scholar
has called the Tewa center "earth mother ear.h navel middle
p l ace , " 17 though the term navel seems a euphemism, since the
opening appears to function rather as a vagina. In the
traditional planting ceremony, "The medicine men are believed
to be able to reach right through the ground and place the seeds
of all cultigens in the navel, thereby reawakening all of nature
for the new year." l S While details of kiva construction and
arrangement of ceremonies differ from village to village, all the
Pueblos share these concepts of a center in the earth that
connects the village in thi s upper world to original world(s)
beneath, and through which the life-sustaining water and plant
and animal life emerge.
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So, in C e r e m o ny, the uranium mine shaft where the final
horrifying scene of Tayo's dream plays out, and where the
bewitched and drunken veterans turn on each other in a rage of
fear and sadism, was created to exploit the mineral wealth of
the earth's interior. It is more than a visual blight, it is a real
rape: a confiscation of the earth's life-sustaining resources for
the purposes of destruction. The mine is the work of capitalist
enterprise in the service of violence:
The gray stone was streaked with powdery yellow
uranium, bright and alive as pollen; veins of sooty
black formed lines w ith the yellow , making
mountain ranges and rivers across the stone. But
they had taken these beautiful rocks from deep
within the earth and they had laid them in a
monstrous design, realizing destruction on a scale
only they could have dreamed (C 246) .
There is more than aesthetic blight here; this is fundamental
blasphemy. The concept belongs to religious thought and is in
keeping with the premise of the sacredness of land and life. The
discourse of history and public policy enlarges, in grim irony,
the novel 's religious conceptualization of the nuclear disaster:
in 1972 the Nixon admini stration suggested designating the
blighted Four C orners region (i . e . , the Navaj o and Ute
reservations) as a "National Sacrifice Area"--that is, an area
"rendered
l i terally
uninhabi table
through
the
deli berate
elimination of the water supplies . . . and the proliferating
nuclear contamination . " 1 9
Sta llion G ate d e v e l op s
the
s am e
paral l e l s
bet ween
life/female/nature and earth, and death/male/the artificial and
mechanical . Joe PeDa's mother, Dolores, bequeathes to her son a
token of her special relationship to the earth . Dolores is a
potter. Besides being a shaper of earth (as is the blind elder,
Roberto , who mixes adobe for his livelihood) she is related to
some of the accounts of the making of people, in which the
creatrix first forms people from mud. 2 0 Some time after her
death Joe finds one of his mother's pots, "a little black seed
bowl, round as a ball with a small hole" (SG 100) . This pot, " a
dark moon with a seed-sized hole o n top " (SG 105) is as Joe
realizes " like a little, smooth earth " (S G 185), a miniature
planet, container of potential life and complete with tiny
navel/vagina emergence hole . The novel explicitly contrasts the
seed pot against the mock-up of the bomb being constructed by
soldiers and scientists: the bomb "was a sphere of steel plates
bolted together at the edges. It looked like a large steel spore-
or a steel seed pot with a jagged rim" (SG 169). Instead of life
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this pot carries destruction; it is. as in old Roberto's dream. a
gourd of ashes.
Throughout Sta llion G ate those who engage in wanton
destruction also belong with the culture of the bomb. and are
set in opposition to the people who belong to the land. On Joe's
first visit to the test site. he meets two Mescalero Apaches and a
Navajo who explain how the army has expropriated the land for
itself: " Army bought the ranchers out." one tells him. "but they
made it in one payment so the ranchers had to give it all back in
taxes. and if the ranchers try to get back on the land. they bomb
them" (S G 46) . A few hours later Joe. Oppenheimer. Groves. and
Klaus Fuchs w atch army bombers s i ghting horses w i th
phosphorus bombs and then strafing them:
From the bomb came running shapes : horses.
brilliant with lather and the glare of the bomb.
racing under the wing . Mustangs out of the
mountains for the night grazing and the mares the
ranchers had left behind. . . . At a distance of a mile,
he thought he could hear not only their hooves but
their breath. although he knew they were drowned.
out by the sounds of piston hydraulics and .50 caliber rounds . . . (SG 54 -55) .
The s cene is eerily prophetic of the book's ending. which finds
Joe Peiia himself running. crazed, away from a bomb set off in
the same place.
Two other scenes in Stallion G ate of animals being shot serve
to define the opposition between those who respect the earth.
especially
as
genetrix. and
tho se
whom both authors
characterize as the de stroyers . Joe Pena i s horrified when
Captain Augustino shoots a gravid she-elk. and he almost shoots
the c aptain in retaliation. As Alphonso Ortiz points out. the
Tewa proscription against hunting animals in their mating
season s h o w s that the practical and the s ymbo l i c are
inseparable aspects of the people's paramount project. surv ival
and the continuance of life: "Most important. the Tewa do not
w ant to kill the female s with young because this would
jeopardize the future availability of game." 2 1
After the elk-shooting episode. in the course of destroying
what he takes to be a radioactive steer. Joe Pena himself kills a
cow that is about to calve. The sight brings back to him the
earlier hunting incident:
Now he remembered why he was so upset with
Augustino when they'd gone hunting.
. Not
shooting an animal that was carrying was an Indian
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stricture, a pnmltlve taboo. Not against kill ing life,
but against killing the seed of life (SG 60) .
This idea of the seed of life is contrary to Oppenheimer's
fantasy that the pueblo is some sort of ancient, indulgent "time
warp . " What the traditionali sts know, rather, is that it is the
present that contains both past and future, and that must be
protected. They see that the nuclear business is poisoning the
land, which is immediate and present, and thereby destroying
the cattle which are the people's subsistence and future. The
explanation for the cow's radioactive condition lies in the
volatile, fragile nature of the earth itself, which has been
disturbed by aggressive mining undertaken on the pastureland:
"Every canyon around Los Alamos had cows, and every canyon
had sites where poisonous isotopes were vented or exploded,
spewed and sown into the soil and water" (SG 60) . The nuclear
enterprise sows death.
In C e r e m o n y S ilko describes in a similar manner the destruction and devastation at the Cebolleta mine :
Early in the spring o f 1 943, the mine began t o flood
with water from subterranean springs . They hauled
in big pumps and compressors on flat-bed trucks
from Albuquerque . . . . But later in the summer the
mine flooded again, and this time no pumps or
compres sors were sent. They had enough of what
they needed, and the mine was closed (C 2 4 3 -244 ) .
Both C eremony and Stallion G ate depict the beginning of the
spillage and contamination that continue today, poisoning Flora
Naylor and her flocks and j eopardizing the future for all the
people. In discussion of the Rio Puerco contamination among a
group of Navajos
one man, seeing far into the future, said he felt
guilty for handing down contaminated animals to his
chi ldren and grandchi l dren. He said that the
animals are part of the Navaj o ' s religious and
spiritual s ys tem and he was concerned that h i s
d e s c endants
w o u l d rej e c t the ir rel i g i o u s
and
spiritual heritage for fear that the animal s would
always be contaminated . 2 2
For Leslie S ilko and Martin Cruz Smith, a s for the Navajo
shepherds and their families, the fate of animals is both symbol
for and prophecy of the fate of human children of Mother Earth.
In fact, among the earliest victims of the nuclear industry were
Indian mine workers, who besides being cheated in many cases
out of ownership of early claims, suffered injuries from unsafe
working conditions and equipment. 23 Some studies report the
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rate of death and incapacitation from cancer among Navajo mine
workers as close to eighty percent. 2 4
Pueblo myths personify the earth's creative potential as a
woman. and both C e r e m o ny and Stallion G ate refer to her by
name as Thought-Woman or Thinking Woman. Thinking Woman
created the w orld in the beginning, bringing all things into
being by thinking of them and naming them, and so she is the
originator of language as well as of material things. 2 5
In C er emo ny Thought-Woman is the originator and muse of
the story: at the very beginning Leslie S i lko presents her
authorial self as Thought-Woman's amanuensi s :
Ts'its'tsi 'nako, Thought-Woman
is sitting in her room
and whatever she thinks about
app e ar s .
***

She is sitting in her room
thinking of a story now
I'm telling you the story
she is thinking (C I).
Thought-Woman comprehends the whole of C eremony, witchcraft
and evil as well as nurturance and heaEng . This compre
hensiveness stands in sharp contrast to the manner in which
she enters Stallion G a te, and it is related to the difference in
the moral universes of the two novels .
For Joe Peiia, Thinking Woman is a mythical figure from a
culture he has intellectually rejected (though he adheres to its
ethical precepts of respect, loyalty and competence) . Her avatar
is Anna Weis s , a Jewish refugee from Germany working for
Oppenheimer on the bomb project. Anna Wei ss's job is to
produce simulations. mathemati cal formulas that will predict
the nature and extent of the bomb's damage . She is the only
person on the project who considers the future, and l ike old
Roberto and the other Indian dreamers she prophesies to Joe
about the bomb:
No one looks ahead to after the bomb is used. Or asks
whether the bomb s h oul d be used, or, at least,
demonstrated to the Japanese first . . . they don't
think of the consequences. I have. On the punch
cards are not only the fireball, the shock wave, the
radiation, but also an imagin ary city-- s o m any
structures of steel , of wood , of concrete . Houses
shatter under shocks of one�tenth to one-fifth of an
atmosphere. For steel buildings the duration of the
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shock is important . If the pulse lasts several
vibration s econds . peak pressure is the important
quantity (SG 184).
With knowledge comes responsibility. and Anna Weiss in her
prophecy is the only person who truly realizes and accepts the
terrible responsibility which the bomb create s :
Nobody else s e e s it. as if they can't imagine a
shadow until the sun is up . I see it every day. Every
day. I k i l l thes e thousands and thousands of
imaginary people . The only way to do it is to be
positive that they are purely imaginary. simply
numbers . Unfortunately. thi s re inforces a new
fantasy of mine. There are times when I feel as if I
am one of those numbers in one of the columns on
one of the punch cards flying through the machine. I
feel myself fading away (SG 184).
Both Anna Weiss in Stallion G ate and Tayo in C eremony feel
responsible for the destruction they witness. and both find that
they are them selves subj ect to being eroded away by the
destructive forces they encounter . What Anna Weiss describes
as "fading away " is precisely Tayo's condition when he first
returns to the U . S . after the war. For a long time he is invisible,
a vapor. lacking even an outline and fading into the white walls
of the institution where he spends some time before returning
to the village. Like Tayo, Anna seeks healing in a renunciation
of her connection with the proj ect of destruction. But although
she allies herself with the Pueblo traditional i sts and their
percepti on of the destructivenes s of the bomb. her powers for
healing are limited or nonexistent. Stallion G ate is a natural
istic work. and insofar as Anna Weiss embodies a prophetic
voice . she is Thinking Woman in the role of Cassandra. not
Demeter .
Good

and

Evil

The continued presence of Indian people on the North
American continent and the existence of the atomic bomb have a
paral lel function with relation to the prevai ling national
mythology : both require that the American people confront
their fallacy of collective innocence and their obsession with
freedom from gUilt. R. W. B. Lew is has documented how the
formation of the country in the first half of the nineteenth
century included the invention of an American national
character endo wed with prelapsarian innocence: America as the
New Eden. and (descendants of European immigrant) Americans
as the New Adam. 26 Reginald Horsman details the simultaneous
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and concomitant creation of doctrines of Anglo-S axon rac i al
superiority, which served to justify the continental takeover. 2 7
B o th
fictions
were nece s s ary
to j u stify a g g re s s i v e
expan s i oni s m and cap itali s t exploitation o f the continent's
resources, and the removal or domination of peoples who did not
belong to the privileged group. The ideal of a New Eden required
a garden. Thus was born the fantasy of a wildemess--pri stine,
voluptuous, and above all, empty--the romanti c vis ion most
poetically evoked in Nick Carraway's farewell to Jay Gatsby:
. . . a fresh, green breast of the new world . Its
vanished trees, the trees that had made way for
Gatsby's house, had once pandered in whispers to
the last and greatest of all human dre ams; for a
trans itory enchanted moment man must have held
his breath in the presence of thi s continent,
compelled into an aesthetic contemplation he neither
understood nor des ired, face to face for the last time
in h i story w ith something commens urate to h i s
capacity for wonder. 2 8
But--contrary to Nick Carraway's fantasy, and the dreams and
desire s of millions of immi grants and their children--the New
World Garden of Eden was not empty.
Thi s pervasive Ameri can myth of innocent beginnings in a
new, unpopulated Eden cannot be sustained in the face of Indian
testimony, and especially in the presence of surviving Indians .
" Man" had not just recently arrived from Europe, the land was
not empty, not w ilderness, not unsettled, not--according to the
people already living in it--undeveloped. It was not an
unpopulated Garden of Eden created expressly for a new race,
but a continent w ith a population placed at the mercy of
invaders w i th a superior technology in the serv i ce of an
ins atiable greed .
Likewise, the development and especially the u s e o f nuclear
weapons cannot have been the work of a people with no capacity
for evil. Acute defensiveness even now permeates the attitude of
apologists for the bomb; there is a compulsion to prove that the
destruction of Hiroshima and Nagasaki was not merely
militarily effective but morally defensible as well. Stallion G ate
contains an extended example of this moral defensiveness in a
debate carried on between J. Robert Oppenheimer and another
physicist, Harvey Pillsbury, on the relative ethics of using the
bomb on various targets . The simple admission that it will be
used because it will mean conquest is not enough; the bombing
of cities must be justified as saving lives, so that the act w ill
seem guilt-free as well as succes sful.
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In both Stallion G ate and C eremony evil manifests itself as
the atomi stic and di s -integrating forces of greed and raci sm.
Yet the books' v i s ions of the moral universe are radically
different. Silko presents good and evil as metaphysical entities,
mysteries beyond rational thought. Stallion G ate has no gods;
evil emerges in the actions of the novel's fallible, flawed
c h a r ac t e r s .
S ilko identifies fear and greed a s propellants of raci st
destruction, which she sees as having its birth in European
thought. According to the prophetic myth she constructs for
C e r e m o ny, the Destroyers , coming from far across the ocean,
indi scriminately "kill what they fear." Their s elf-destructive
rage to consume and to destroy will turn against them, however,
and " stolen rivers and mountains/ the stolen land will eat their
hearts/ and jerk their mouths from the Mother" (C 136) .
Tayo recognizes race hatred as the work of the destroyers
when he under stands why he had pers i s tentl y i dentified
Japanese soldiers with his uncle and cousin:
From the jungles of his dreaming he recognized why
the Japanese voices had merged with Laguna voices,
with Josiah's voice and Rocky's voice; the l ines of
cultures and worlds were drawn in flat dark lines on
fine l ight s and , converging in the m iddle of
witchery'S final ceremonial sand painting. From that
time on, human beings were one clan again, united
by the fate the destroyers planned for all of them,
for all living things (C 246) .
Silko also links dis-integration associated w ith racism to dis
placement that removes people from the sustaining land to
which they belong . Displaced by war from the arid United States
southwest to the humid south Pacific jungle, Tayo lacks the
proper resources for dealing with constant rainfall, and he acts
inappropriately: he curses the rain and thus , in his mind at
least, brings on the drought that besets his vil lage when he
comes home. The nature of his illness , and therefore the first
step towards his cure , become defined in the Los Angeles
railroad station when he collapses in the midst of a group of
Japanese-Americans returning from the concentration camps in
the desert and midwest to their forcibly abandoned homes and
farms on the west coast. The first step toward healing must be a
step towards home, a return to one's own place .
In Stallion G ate individual characters exempl ify the s ame
greed and paranoid h atred that Silko personifies in the
myth ical race of destroyer s . The pottery broker, Mrs. Quist,
embodies capi tal i st lust for profit in her re lationship with
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Dolores , buying pots for a dollar and sell ing them for fifty
times as much. Joe Peiia explains to the avaricious woman that
his m other was not driven by market and profit, but by
traditional Pueblo reserve, decorum and respect: " You always
made that kind of money off Dolores. She always knew . I used to
tell her, but she was too embarrassed for you to say anything .
She was embarrassed for your greed" (SG 101).
If the venal Mrs . Quist personifies the demeaning greed of
the capital i s t mentality, mendacious and v indictive Captain
Augustino provides the counterpart in paranoid fear . In charge
of security at the project, Augustino bears an eerie resemblance
to Oliver North: he is a man who says, "I don't need orders from
anyone " (SG 31). Further, he pursues a fanatical vendetta
against Oppenheimer, "the Third Great Jew . . . intent on
developing an atomic weapon here only so that he can deliver
the finished plans to his Soviet friends" (SG 31- 3 2).
But Augustino is only the fullest efflorescence of the racism
that flourishes everywhere in the America of Stallion Gate; from
the crude and explicit bigotry of the Indian Service agents, to
the whining nastiness of Klaus Fuchs, who makes known from
the first hi s contempt for Joe and all Ind i an s . Ev en
Oppenheimer betrays the thinness of his fantas ied empathy
with the people he has been living among; when advi sed of
Indian objections to the project he asks if Joe "really think[s]
I'm going to let the effort of all these good men be endangered
by a . . . tribe" (SG 309; ellipses in original).
Augustino's worst crime, however, is not against any person
or group, but an attack on thought itself. He orders Joe to help
him plant a piece of evidence in Oppenheimer's clothes to link
the physicist to Gold, the spy working with Fuchs . Augustino's
plot against Oppenheimer parallels Santa's work on propaganda.
Santa is the project psychiatri st. Ostensibly present to study
the effects of the bomb project on the mental condition of the
men involved with it, he actually concocts propaganda stories
intended to deceive the public:
"If the bomb makes a big bang, then we'll report that
an ammunition dump exploded without loss of life. If
we blow up the desert and everyone in it, then we'll
have to come up with a different story . . . an
alternat i v e ,
a s s i m i l able
emergen c y .
'Ep i d e m i c , '
'tainted w ater , ' 'chemical warfare ' .
The
Freudians want 'tainted water,' naturally" (SG 219).
Like the witches in Ceremony, who create a counter-myth of
destruction against the traditional myth of creation, both Santa
and Augustino create stories. Their storie s , too, are counter-
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m yths . corruptions of the European mythology of empirical
science. Falsifying evidence and distorting results . they act out
in Martin Cruz Smith's novel the self-destructive tendencies
Leslie Silko personifies as witches.
Both Leslie Silko and Martin Cruz Smith meditate in their
novels on the paradox of the creation of the nuclear world in
such close proximity to ancient Pueblo culture. In an interview
Silko has acknowledged that
The Pueblo people have always conc entrated upon
making things grow, and appreciating things that are
alive and natural, because life is so precious in the
desert. The irony is that so close to us, in Los
Alamos, New Mexico, scientists began the scientific
and
techn o l o g i c a l
aCti v l t y w h i c h created the
potential end to our whole planet, the whole human
race . The first atomic bomb was expl oded in New
Mexico, very close by us. To me it is very striking
that this happened so close to the Pueblo people. 2 9
Stallion
G ate and C e r e m o n y can be read as extended
meditati o n s on th at parado x . B oth books pre sent the
perspective of the Pueblos as being a long-tested philosophy of
human survival, and a critique of Western faith in technology.
The two novels d iffer radically in the possibilities they
present for coping w i th the nuclear menace they describe .
Silko's novel allows for redemptive healing in a world that can
accept and give priority to a simpl e, pastoral life . It is a
profoun d l y religious VlSlOn, affirming the po s s ibility of
spir itual transcendence and the creation of a nurturing
community separate from the dominant culture, so long as the
nece ssary connection with the land can be sustained . Stallion
G a t e offers onl y a secular world, where even--as Captain
Augustino says--the laws of science are no longer dependable.
and where each person lives out indivi dual values in
unsupported i so l ation.
Their bas ic prem i s e s . however. are the same. Although
S i lko offers a religious vision that postulates an inherentl y
ordered univers e . whereas Cruz Smith pres ents a rigorou s l y
s e c u l ar
view
t h a t empha s i z e s
human
l i m itati o n s
and
imperfectability, both authors' critiques of the postnuclear
world move beyond the immediate issues of weapons. war and
power to question the sufficiency of rational thought itself.
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Critiqu e
These days, most literary criticism, like the world view that
spawned it, is obsolete, a lUXury we can no longer afford . Too
much of it is esoteric, egoti stical, and trivial . While the world
balances on the edge of annihilation, we count semicolons on our
computers .
But such i s not the way of Helen laskoski's article. It is
good criticism--in the fullest sense of the word. She helps us to
see the works-- Ceremony and Stallion Gate --more cl early and,
in turn, to see the world more clearly. And we need help with
both . We need help to understand these novels more fully, for
they ari se from a very different world v i s i on from the
traditional p aradigm of reality shaped by We stern science-
which most of us were trained to see. Ironically, however,
understanding the vi sion of these novels, the traditional vision
of the Ameri can Indian, in turn helps us to understand the
emerging new vision of Western science.
laskoski begins by posing the paradox, developed in their
respective novel s by S i lko and Cruz Smith, that American
Indian people have been "first and longest in their exposure to
nuclear power and its effects . . . . " Early on, she points out that
in both novel s, "nuclear weapons and nuclear power . . . are
seen, not as a special case of weapons or power . . . but as the
logical and inevitable culmination of western empirical thought.
In both novels thi s mode of thought is juxtaposed, and in
conflict, with the philosophy of the peoples within whose lands
the nuclear age i s created. " She then takes us on a careful walk
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